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0 of 0 review helpful Trust is needed By J Bull Learning to trust and realize you can believe and it s ok to do that 
Granddaughter loves this series and I like the life lessons featured in the story 0 of 0 review helpful Marvelous By 
Cinderella 7 Such a heart searching story It really shows how much we all fear rejection loss and changes But also 
helps Twelve year old Winnie Willis has a way with horses She can gentle the wildest mare but other parts of life don 
t always come as easily Along with her dad and sister Lizzy Winnie is learning how to live without her mom who was 
also a natural horse gentler As Winnie teaches horses about unconditional love and blind trust God shows Winnie that 
he can be trusted as well Readers will be hooked on the series vivid characters whose quirky personalities fill Winnie 
From the Back Cover What was wrong with Dad and Lizzy anyway Had they changed so much that they didn t even 
miss Mom anymore Staying at Coolidge Castle is weird enough But having Dad away on Mom s birthday is too much 
Then Winnie meets Ramon He also kn 
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